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Abstract

Automatic verification of computer code is of paramount importance in embedded systems sup-
plying essential services. One of the most important verification techniques is static code analysis by
abstract interpretation: the concrete semantics of a programming language (i.e. values χ that variable
symbols x appearing in a program can take during its execution) are replaced by abstract semantics
(for example the assignment of convex over-approximations X ⊇ χ to x). Using abstract semantics,
we represent the effect of the program on X by a function F (X). All sets X satisfying the condition
F (X) ⊆ X are such that all values outside X are never assigned to x during program execution.
We are particularly interested in finding the smallest such X, which in itself satisfies the fixpoint
equation X = F (X): this allows (static) detection of several types of errors, such as overflow-type
bugs. Traditionally, the equations X = F (X) are solved computationally using Kleene’s or Policy
Iteration algorithms: these methods can only guarantee convergence to the smallest fixpoint X under
additional (often stringent) conditions. We propose a mathematical program whose constraints define
the same space as X ⊇ F (X) and whose objective function minimizes the size of X, whenever X is an
array of intervals. This yields a Mixed-Integer Linear Program for code based on integer arithmetic,
and a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program otherwise. These programs can then be solved to guaranteed
global optimality by means of general purpose Branch-and-Bound type algorithms.

1 Introduction

In this paper we propose a mathematical program whose optimal solution encodes a sequence of intervals
X such that: (a) the relation x ∈ X holds for all values x taken by the variables x of a given computer
program during its execution, and (b) for all other sequences of intervals Y ( X, the relation x ∈ Y might
become false during the execution of the program. An X obeying (a) is called a program invariant (because
the relation x ∈ X remains true during the program execution); among the program invariants, the
smallest ones (i.e. those obeying (b)) are most interesting. Invariants are used to verify given properties
of computer programs, such as for example “the variable xi never exceeds the bounds [0, 10]”: if we are
able to show that the smallest invariant for xi is [1, 5] then we are sure that the property is verified. This
should also explain why large invariants are less interesting: the interval [−∞,∞] might be an invariant,
but it can only prove the trivial property xi ∈ [−∞,∞]. The verification of such properties is very useful
in finding bugs before programs are actually run, and therefore is extremely important in safety-critical
applications. The discipline that studies program invariants is called Static Analysis (SA).

We recall that the syntax of a computer language over an alphabet is a set of rules establishing whether
a given string of characters in the alphabet belongs to the language or not. Its semantics is an assignment
of mathematical entities (for example, sets) to the variable symbols of strings in the language. Syntax
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and semantics of a language are usually defined conjunctively by means of formal grammars (for example
using the software tools LEX and YACC [17]). SA by Abstract Interpretation (AI) [6, 7] aims to find
program invariants as over-approximations (also called abstract semantics) of the sets of values (also
called concrete semantics) that the program variables can take at each control point of the program.
We usually restrict abstract semantics to belong to a pre-specified class of sets (called abstract domain):
e.g. intervals, octagons, spheres, polyhedra, etc. Abstract domains may be relational (e.g. polyhedra,
linear equations, linear congruences, octagons), where each lattice element is parametrized according
to several variable symbols, or non-relational (e.g. intervals, translated integer ideals such as aZ + b).
Whenever the application requires finding the abstract semantics explicitly, domains which are amenable
to a finite numeric representation are used. For example, closed real intervals can be represented by
triplets (lower and upper bounds, and a binary value stating whether the interval is empty or not),
octagons can be represented by a set of eight planes, and so on. Abstract domains are made into lattices
(under setwise inclusion) via the definition of appropriate union and intersection operators. Given such a
lattice (L,⊆), the action of the program on the abstract semantics can be seen as a function F mapping
L to itself. Thus some X ∈ L is invariant with respect to the program action if it obeys the fixpoint
equations for F :

X = F (X), (1)

usually called semantic equations. A solution of (1) is a fixpoint of F . In particular, the least fixpoint of
F with respect to set inclusion is the smallest invariant of the computer program encoded in F .

The best known techniques for finding a solution to (1) are Kleene’s Iteration (KI) and Policy Iteration
(PI). KI [6, 8] is an iterative procedure based on applying F to the largest lattice element until convergence
to a fixpoint is attained. The main disadvantage of KI is that in general there is no finite time bound
for its termination, even for programs only involving integer affine arithmetic. A significant body of
research on KI exists, however, implying bounded termination for many special cases (for example if the
program variables can only attain values within given bounds known a priori), excellent implementations
and good scalability with respect to program size. PI [4, 12, 13] is a sort of Newton’s method for lattices
which only converges to a guaranteed least fixpoint in bounded time under some additional conditions
on F — namely non-expansiveness — playing the same role as convexity in the traditional Newton’s
method. The main disadvantage of PI is that if the program is not non-expansive, there is no guarantee
about the minimality of the found fixpoint. Both techniques can be adapted to be used with most of the
abstract domains aforementioned: it suffices to re-define the lattice’s union and intersection operators.
The alternative approach proposed in this paper finds a guaranteed least fixpoint in (exponentially)
bounded time, at least for programs involving integer arithmetic. Although its applicability is currently
limited to the abstract domain of intervals, we hope to extend this approach to other domains. We use
the Mathematical Programming (MP) language in order to describe the smallest interval feasible in (1)
and employ a Branch-and-Bound algorithm to solve this MP to optimality. Depending on the operations
carried out in the computer program being analyzed, our MP may be a Mixed-Integer Linear Program
(MILP) or a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program (MINLP). Typical techniques for finding optimal solutions
of MILPs and MINLPs are based on the Branch-and-Bound (BB) algorithm [1]. In the case of MILPs, the
BB algorithm yields finite convergence to an exact optimum [27]. In the case of MINLPs, in general, the
spatial Branch-and-Bound (sBB) algorithm yields finite convergence only to an ǫ-approximate optimum
(for a given ǫ > 0) [26]. As long as the computer program is limited to integer affine arithmetic, we get
a MILP that we can solve exactly. If the computer program has integer non-affine arithmetic, we get
a MINLP that we can reformulate exactly to a MILP [19, 20]. If the computer program has floating
point affine arithmetic, we can derive a MILP whose optimal solution in principle exactly encodes the
least fixpoint of (1), but whose numeric parameters are so badly scaled that only a good approximation
can be provided. In the remaining case (floating-point non-affine arithmetic) we can only provide an
approximation. In this paper we only explicitly discuss the case of integer affine arithmetics.

We remark that optimization techniques were previously employed in software verification [5, 22, 23]
but in different contexts. In [5], the analysis addresses semi-algebraic programs of the form while B do

C od where B is a boolean condition and C is an imperative command and aims to establish loop termi-
nation and (not necessarily smallest) invariants, which are found using Lagrangian relaxation semidefinite
programming. In [22], a program is seen as a dynamical system: its termination and boundedness prop-
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erties are inferred from appropriate Lyapunov functions, which are approximated via finite sequences of
values found using convex optimization techniques. In [23], mathematical programming type constraints
are proposed to model several arithmetic operators; the union and intersection operators, however, nec-
essary to model (1), are not treated.

This paper makes two original contributions. Most importantly, it provides a new method for solving
the semantic equations (1) that finds a provably optimal solution in bounded time, at least for programs
with integer affine arithmetic, and approximate solutions for floating point and/or non-affine arithmetic.
Secondly, our MP is built from the computer program’s syntactical elements via a first reformulation
to a flowchart-like computational model and a second reformulation to semantic equations. This is in
contrast with respect to the more usual, static way of presenting a MP: it is interesting that a static set of
declarations (the MP) can capture the semantics of a dynamic computer program cast in an imperative
language.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce a graph-based syntax (close to
flowcharts) for computer programs. This syntax allows us to derive semantic equations where the right
hand side involves at most one operator. In Sect. 3 we present an MP formulation whose constraints
model a relaxation of the semantic equations applied to interval domains, and whose objective function
identify the least fixpoint of (1). In Sect. 4 we discuss the solution techniques employed and in Sect. 5
we present our computational results. Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 A graph model for the semantic equations

Abstract interpretation provides a way to represent the action of a computer program on the domain X
of the program variables as a function F acting on X. After the application of the program, the domain
becomes F (X). This means that domains with the property that X = F (X) are invariant with respect
to the action of the computer program: these are precisely the fixpoints of F . The main interest here is
finding the smallest fixpoints with respect to set inclusion, as they represent the minimal set of values
that the program variables may take after any run of the computer program. The semantic equations
(1) provide a representation of the semantics of a given computer program. Deriving (1) explicitly from
a piece of code can be done directly by using the formal grammar that generates the language used to
write the code (e.g. by means of such well-established tools as LEX and YACC [17]). Since the intended
readership of this paper is likely to be more literate on graph theory than formal languages, we are first
going to encode the concrete semantics of a program in a flowchart-like graph [3, 15], and then assign an
abstract semantics X to the arcs of this graph.

In [6], a computer program with n program variables x = {x1, . . . , xn} is represented by a directed
graph G = (V,A) (which we call the program graph) where V is a set of control points in the program
and the arcs describe the flow through such control points. Let m = |A| and ℓ(v) ∈ {E,S,T, J,X} be the
label of the node v, for any v ∈ V . The labels respectively stand for entry, assignment, test, junction and
exit and are defined as follows:

ℓ(v) = E ↔ |δ−(v)| = 0 ∧ |δ+(v)| = 1 (2)

ℓ(v) = S ↔ |δ−(v)| = 1 ∧ |δ+(v)| = 1 (3)

ℓ(v) = T ↔ |δ−(v)| = 1 ∧ |δ+(v)| = 2 (4)

ℓ(v) = J ↔ |δ−(v)| > 1 ∧ |δ+(v)| = 1

∧∀u ∈ δ−(v) (ℓ(u) 6= J) (5)

ℓ(v) = X ↔ |δ−(v)| = 1 ∧ |δ+(v)| = 0, (6)

where δ−(v) = {u ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ A} and δ+(v) = {w ∈ V | (v, w) ∈ A}. The full framework of abstract
interpretation [6, 7] allows many types of code analyses (flow analysis, performance analysis and so on).
We are focusing here on the static determination of the domains of program variables. Because of this
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scope limitation, we can drop some of the formalisms of [6] and only consider program variable domains
on the arcs A.

Let X be the domain of the program variables, extended with infinity values (e.g. for a program with
two 4-bytes non-negative integer variables, X = {0, . . . , 232 − 1,±∞}2). For all (u, v) ∈ A let X(uv) be
the domain of the program variables on the arc (u, v). Depending on the context we would also write
Xi to indicate the domain of the program variables on the arc i ≤ m. To all nodes u ∈ V with ℓ(u) = S
(assignment nodes) we associate a function φu : X → X such that, if the program variables x have values
x̄ at u and δ+(u) = {v}, then x have values φu(x̄) at v (we remark that we limit assignments to arithmetic
functions, all of them extended to deal with infinity values). For all nodes u ∈ V with ℓ(u) = T (test
nodes) we consider a set τu ⊆ X such that, for given values x̄ of the program variables x, the test is true
if x̄ ∈ τu and false otherwise. We can take the following statements as axioms describing the semantics
of the program.

1. For a node v ∈ V such that ℓ(v) = S, δ−(v) = {u} and δ+(v) = {w} we have X(vw) = φv(X(uv)) =
⋃

x̄∈X(uv)

φu(x̄).

2. For a node v ∈ V such that ℓ(v) = T, δ−(v) = {u} and δ+(v) = {w1, w2} we have X(vw1) = X(uv)∩τv

and X(vw2) = Xuv ∩ (X r τv).

3. For every node v ∈ V with ℓ(v) not in {S,T} we have
⋃

u∈δ−(v)

X(uv) =
⋃

w∈δ+(v)

X(vw).

By using (3)-(6) and by Axioms 1-3, for all (u, v) ∈ A it is possible to write the following equations
describing the action of the program on the domain variables on (u, v):

X(uv) = f−
uv({X(tu) | t ∈ δ−(u)}) (7)

X(uv) = f+
uv({X(vw) | w ∈ δ+(v)}), (8)

where f−
uv, f+

uv are functions whose exact form is derived from Axioms 1-3 and involves operators/functions/sets
∩,∪, φ, τ . Eq. (7)-(8) provide the explicit form of the semantic equations (1). See Fig. 1 for a simple,
worked out example that appears in most of the abstract interpretation literature.

Eq. (5) says that junction nodes cannot have other junction nodes as immediate predecessors. The
reason for this choice is that it reduces the number of nodes, as two successive junction nodes (j1, j2) ∈ A
can be contracted into a single junction node j without changing the program semantics (Fig. 2). On the
other hand, this implies the existence of in-stars δ−(v) of various cardinalities. The contraction operation
mentioned above, however, can be reversed: a single junction node j with δ−(j) = {v1, . . . , vk} can be
replaced by a sequence of k−1 junction nodes {j1, . . . , jk−1} by adding arcs (ji−1, ji) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ k−1,
(vi+1, ji) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, and (v1, j1) (Fig. 2). In the sequel, we employ the following, modified
version of (5):

∀v ∈ V ℓ(v) = J ↔ |δ−(v)| = 2 ∧ |δ+(v)| = 1, (9)

because in the corresponding semantic equations (1) the union operator always has at most two operands.
We call a program graph defined as per (2)-(6) a contracted graph, whereas the program graph obtained
by replacing (5) with (9) an expanded graph. It is easy to establish that in a program graph such
that (2)-(4), (6), (9) hold, the semantic equations (1) involving the union operator all have the form
X(vw) = X(u1v) ∪ X(u2v) for nodes u1, u2, v, w ∈ V . Furthermore, an expanded graph G = (V,A) and
a contracted graph G′ = (V ′, A′) for the same program give rise to sets of semantic equations having
essentially the same set of solutions.

Next, we remark that all tests can be written in the form (variable ∈ interval). Expressions f1 ∧ f2

appearing in tests can be replaced by sequences of adjacent test nodes representing “if f1 then if f2

then. . . ”. Expressions f1∨f2 appearing in tests can be rewritten as “if f1 then p endif; if f2 then

if ¬f1 then p endif”, where p is a set of instructions of the program to be executed only if f1 ∨ f2
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//a: l(a) = E

int x = 1; //b: l(b) = S

//c: l(c) = J

while(x <= 100){ //d: l(d) = T

x = x + 1; //e: l(e) = S

}

//f: l(f) = X

a b c d

e

f

τd = [−∞, 100]

φb(x̄) = 1

φe(x̄) = x̄ + 1

1 2 3

45

6

X1 = Id(input)

X2 = φb(X1)

X3 = X2 ∪ X5

X4 = X3 ∩ τd

X5 = φe(X4)

X6 = X3 ∩ (X r τd).

X1 = [−∞,∞]

X2 = [1, 1]

X3 = [1, 1] ∪ X5

X4 = X3 ∩ [−∞, 100]

X5 = X4 + [1, 1]

X6 = X3 ∩ [101,∞].

Figure 1: The program graph and semantic equations worked out for a simple but classic example.

v1v1

v2

v2

v3
v3

j1

j2

j

Figure 2: Expansion and contraction of junction nodes.

holds. This program transformation can be applied recursively so that all tests are of the form f or ¬f
where f are boolean conditions not including ∧ and ∨, i.e. they have the form (f(x) ∈ τ), where x are
program variables, f : Rn → R and τ = [τL, τU ] is an interval. Negated conditions f(x) 6∈ τ can be
replaced by pairs f(x) ≤ τL ∨ f(x) ≥ τU , which we know how to rewrite eliminating the ∨ operator.
Tests such as f(x) ∈ τ can be rewritten by adding a new program variable yf and an assignment node
yf = f(x) to the program, so that the test condition becomes yf ∈ τ . Finally, we can break up complex
assignment nodes xi = f(x) (where f is a mathematical expression involving arithmetic operators) into
a list of assignment nodes involving at most one operator on the right hand side by means of introducing
added program variables and assignment nodes. This is similar to the standard MINLP form described
in [24, 18].

This yields a rewriting of a program P into a program P ′ with program variables x, y such that the
smallest fixpoint (X∗, Y ∗) of the semantic equations for P ′ has the property that X∗ is the smallest
fixpoint of the semantic equations for P . The argument (technical but not difficult) is based on using
the added assignment nodes in P ′ in order to eliminate Y from the semantic equations for P ′ and obtain
those for P . The relevance of this rewriting is that we can assume that the semantic equations only
involve unary and binary operators on the variable domains. Given a program graph G = (V,A), the
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semantic equations (1) are:

∀i ≤ m Xi =







Fi(Xi1 ,Xi2) Fi ∈ Ob

Fi(Xi1) Fi ∈ Ou

Fi Fi ∈ O0

(10)

where O0 is the set of 0-ary operators (or constants), Ou = {Id, c×,∩τ} is the set of unary operators (Id
being the identity, c× the multiplication by a constant, and ∩τ the intersection with a constant interval)
and Ob = {+,∪} is the set of binary operators. We shall assume that for all considered domains (type of
sets assigned to the X symbols) we have Xi − Xj = Xi + (−1) × Xj : this is certainly true for intervals.
We note that we need Id because it is the operator assigned to the arc incident to the entry nodes, and
if the program graph represents a function in a program, the first arc actually “copies” the values passed
as function arguments.

One last important remark: every arc i ≤ m of the program graph encodes the changes carried out to
all program variables x = (x1, . . . , xn). Thus, each Xi is a sequence of sets (Xi1, . . . ,Xin). If the operator
⊗i on the arc i only changes the value of variable xj , it is taken for granted that ⊗i acts as the identity
for all other program variables xk with k 6= j. Hence, X is in fact an m× n rectangular array where Xij

is a set for all i ≤ m, j ≤ n.

3 Mathematical programming formulation

In this section, we assume that the domain type of the abstract semantics is I, the set of all closed
intervals in R ∪ {±∞}. Since with the syntax given in Sect. 2 each semantic equation (10) only involves
one operator that only acts on one single program variable, all the other program variables being fixed,
it suffices to exhibit MP constraints defining the behaviour of the following operators:

1. constant: Z = [aL, aU ] (where aL ≤ aU ∈ R ∪ {±∞});

2. identity: Z = Id(R);

3. sum: Z = R + S;

4. constant multiplication: Z = c × R (where c ∈ R);

5. union: Z = R ∪ S;

6. intersection: Z = R ∩ τ (where τ ∈ I),

where R = [rL, rU ], S = [sL, sU ], Z = [zL, zU ] are intervals in I. Recall that ∪ is involved in loops, ∩τ
in tests, Id in entry/exit nodes and the other mathematical operators in assignments. The arithmetic
operators follow the definitions of interval arithmetic and are naturally extended to deal with the infinity
values {−∞,+∞}. Finally, we define R∪S to be the smallest interval in I containing both R,S setwise.

We first remark that we can relax set equality with set inclusion provided we minimize with respect
to the interval width |Z| = zU − zL. More precisely, as long as R,S are not empty,

∀⊗ ∈ O0 argmin{|Z| | Z ⊇ ⊗} = {Z ∈ I | Z = ⊗}

∀⊗ ∈ Ou argmin{|Z| | Z ⊇ ⊗R} = {Z ∈ I | Z = ⊗R}

∀⊗ ∈ Ob argmin{|Z| | Z ⊇ R ⊗ S} = {Z ∈ I | Z = R ⊗ S}.

The provided MP constraints will therefore actually model a post-fixpoint Z ∈ Im, i.e. an interval vector
Z such that Z ⊇ F (Z), equality being enforced by the minimization of the interval widths.

Observe that I is not closed under ∩τ since ∅ /∈ I. Indeed the behaviour of the empty set w.r.t. the
operators in Ou∪Ob is not the same as other intervals: Id∅ = c×∅ = ∅∩τ = ∅, and ∅∪S = S, R∪∅ = R,
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∅ + S = R + ∅ = ∅. There is no interval in I with such properties: thus, the empty interval cannot be
represented in the form [zL, zU ]. We therefore introduce, for each interval Z, a binary variable z̄ that has
value 1 if and only if Z is empty:

Z =

{

[zL, zU ] if z̄ = 0
∅ if z̄ = 1.

(11)

Equivalently, each interval Z ∈ I is represented by a triplet (zL, zU , z̄) ∈ R2 × {0, 1} such that if z̄ = 1
the MP constraints enforce the empty interval behaviour and by convention, zL = zU = 0.

In all cases described in this section, the definition of interval must be enforced:

zL ≤ zU , rL ≤ rU , sL ≤ sU . (12)

In the following, we will choose a suitable constant to represent the infinity value, exploiting the
fact that practical computers are equivalent to bounded Turing machines rather than truly universal
Turing machines: commonly available implementations of the floating point number field FP are such
that ∃M ∈ R ∀r ∈ FP (|r| ≤ M) and ∃ε > 0 ∀r, s ∈ FP (r 6= s → |r − s| > ε). Therefore, all the intervals
are considered bounded:

−M ≤ zL, zU ≤ M (13)

and the assignment z = M is read as z = ∞. Notationwise, for a set Θ(x1, . . . , xp) ⊆ Rp and a (sub)list
of coordinate directions x′ = (xi1 , . . . , xiq

), we indicate by proj(Θ, x′) the projection of Θ on the subspace
spanned by unit vectors in the coordinate directions listed in x′. Most of the arguments below follow
from interval analysis [14].

3.1 Constant and Identity

A 0-ary operator ⊗ is a constant. In the class of intervals, it means a constant interval τ = [τL, τU ]
appears in the semantic equations (10). The constraints for Z ⊇ τ are:

zL ≤ τL (14)

zU ≥ τU (15)

z̄ = 0. (16)

The only point worth emphasizing is that in case an interval constant appears explicitly in the semantic
equations, we assume the interval to be non-empty (there exist no valid assignment imperative statement
in the reference programming language corresponding to the constant assignment Z = ∅). Thus, there
are some intervals Z for which z̄ is forced to be zero: without (16), the objective function direction (see
(56) below) would force all such variables to be set at 1, which would cause all the relevant constraints
to be inactive, which in turn would yield the empty set as the (invalid) least fixpoint of (10).
The unary operator Id(R) is modeled by slightly modifying constraints (14)-(16) as follows:

zL ≤ rL + 2Mz̄ (17)

zU ≥ rU − 2Mz̄ (18)

z̄ = r̄. (19)

3.2 Sum

In interval arithmetic, the sum of two non-empty intervals R,S is the interval Z = [rL + sL, rU + sU ]. In
order to extend the semantic of the sum operator to the set of closed intervals in R∪{±∞}, we introduce
the following binary variables and constraints:

• zLR
+ = 1 if and only if rL > −∞;
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• zUR
+ = 1 if and only if rU < +∞;

• zLS
+ = 1 if and only if sL > −∞;

• zUS
+ = 1 if and only if sU < +∞;

• zL
+ = 1 if rL = −∞ or sL = −∞;

• zU
+ = 1 if rU = +∞ or sU = +∞.

ǫ − M(3 − 2zLR
+ ) ≤ rL ≤ M(2zLR

+ − 1) (20)

M(1 − 2zUR
+ ) ≤ rU ≤ M(3 − 2zUR

+ ) − ǫ (21)

ǫ − M(3 − 2zLS
+ ) ≤ sL ≤ M(2zLS

+ − 1) (22)

M(1 − 2zUS
+ ) ≤ sU ≤ M(3 − 2zUS

+ ) − ǫ (23)

2zL
+ ≥ 2 − zLR

+ − zLS
+ (24)

2zU
+ ≥ 2 − zUR

+ − zUS
+ (25)

zL ≤ (rL + sL)(1 − zL
+) − MzL

+ + 2Mz̄ (26)

zU ≥ (rU + sU )(1 − zU
+) + MzU

+ − 2Mz̄ (27)

2z̄ ≥ r̄ + s̄ (28)

z̄ ≤ r̄ + s̄. (29)

3.1 Lemma

Let Θ = {(zL, zU , rL, rU , sL, sU , zLR
+ , zUR

+ , zLS
+ , zUS

+ , zL
+, zU

+ , z̄, r̄, s̄) | (12), (13), (20)-(29)}. Then, if R,S 6=

∅, Z = proj(Θ, (zL, zU )) ⊇ R + S; otherwise z̄ = 1.

Proof. Assume R,S 6= ∅ and let z ∈ R + S. r̄ = s̄ = 0 implies by (29) z̄ = 0. It is easy to see that
Constraints (20)-(23) properly set variables zLR

+ , zUR
+ , zLS

+ and zUS
+ . Constraint (24) enforces zL

+ = 1 as
soon as zLR

+ , zLS
+ or both are set to 0. Analogously, Constraints (25) set zU

+ = 1 if zUR
+ , zUS

+ or both are
set to 0. Constraint (26) sets zL to a value lower than or equal to either (rL + sL), if both rL and sL are
not infinity, i.e., if zL

+ = 0, or −M otherwise. Constraint (27) is the analog of (26) for the variable zU .
Then, by (26) and (27), we have zL ≤ rL + sL and zU ≥ rU + sU , which implies Z ⊇ R + S.

If one of both operands R and S are empty, i.e., if either r̄ = 1 or s̄ = 1, than (28) implies z̄ = 1. As
a consequence, Constraints (26) and (27) are inactive at all and variables zL and zU are free. 2

Observe that Constraints (26) and (27) are needed to guarantee model feasibility since they correctly
allow the operations rU + M = M and rL −M = −M . Moreover, it is easy to provide cases having least
fixpoints with at least one interval that diverges to infinity.

3.3 Constant multiplication

The modeling of the c× operator is very similar to that described for the sum. Again, the main issue
concerns the extension of the semantic to the closed intervals in R ∪ {±∞} but now we need of less
variables and constraints since c× is a unary operator. Assume c ≥ 0 and consider the following binary
variable and constraints:

• zL
× = 1 if and only if rL > −∞;

• zU
× = 1 if and only if rU < +∞;
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ǫ − M(3 − 2zL
×) ≤ rL ≤ M(2zL

× − 1) (30)

M(1 − 2zU
×) ≤ rU ≤ M(3 − 2zU

×) − ǫ (31)

zL ≤ crL(1 − zL
×) − MzL

× + 2Mz̄ (32)

zU ≥ crU (1 − zU
×) + MzU

× − 2Mz̄ (33)

z̄ = r̄. (34)

The case c < 0 can be easily addressed by replacing R with R′ = [rU , rL].

3.4 Union

In interval analysis, the union of two non-empty intervals R,S is the convex hull of the setwise union
R ∪ S of the two intervals, i.e. the smallest interval containing both:

R ∪ S = [min(rL, sL),max(rU , sU )].

If R = ∅, then R ∪ S = S; if S = ∅, R ∪ S = R. If both R,S are empty, R ∪ S = ∅. The following
constraints correctly model the ∪ operator:

zL ≤ rL + 2Mz̄ (35)

zL ≤ sL + 2Mz̄ (36)

zU ≥ rU − 2Mz̄ (37)

zU ≥ sU − 2Mz̄ (38)

z̄ ≥ r̄ + s̄ − 1 (39)

2z̄ ≤ r̄ + s̄. (40)

3.2 Lemma

Let Θ = {(zL, zU , rL, rU , sL, sU , z̄, r̄, s̄) | (12), (13), (35)-(40)}. Then, if either R or S is not empty (or

neither is), Z = proj(Θ, (zL, zU )) ⊇ R ∪ S; otherwise, if R = S = ∅, z̄ = 1.

Proof. By (39) and (40), z̄ = 1 if and only if r̄ = s̄ = 1, i.e., if and only if R,S are both empty. In
that case, constraints (35)-(38) are all inactive. Otherwise, by (35)-(36) and (37)-(38), z̄ = 0 implies
zL ≤ min(rL, sL) and zL ≥ max(rL, sL), so z ∈ Z. 2

3.5 Intersection

The intersection Z = [zL, zU ] of two non-empty intervals R = [rL, rU ], τ = [τL, τU ] is defined as follows
(see Fig. 3):

1. if rU < τL then Z = ∅;

2. if rL > τU then Z = ∅;

3. if rL ≤ τL and rU ≤ τU and rU ≥ τL then Z = [τL, rU ];

4. if rL ≤ τL and rU ≥ τU then Z = [τL, τU ];

5. if rL ≥ τL and rU ≤ τU then Z = [rL, rU ];

6. if rL ≥ τL and rU ≥ τU and rL ≤ τU then Z = [rL, τU ];
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RR

RR

RR

τ τ

ττ

ττ

Figure 3: Six possibilities for interval intersection.

Moreover Z is empty if at least one between R and τ is empty.

The intersection R ∩ τ can be modeled by the following binary variables and constraints:

• zUL
∩ = 1 if and only if rU < τL (case 1.);

• zLU
∩ = 1 if and only if rL > τU (case 2.);

• zLτ
∩ = 1 if and only if zL = τL (cases 3. or 4.);

• zLR
∩ = 1 if and only if zL = rL (cases 5. or 6.);

• zUR
∩ = 1 if and only if zU = rU (cases 3. or 5.);

• zUτ
∩ = 1 if and only if zU = τU (cases 4. or 6.).

(1 − zUL
∩ )(τL − rU ) ≤ 0 (41)

zUL
∩ (τL − rU − ǫ) ≥ 0 (42)

(1 − zLU
∩ )(rL − τU ) ≤ 0 (43)

zLU
∩ (rL − τU − ǫ) ≥ 0 (44)

r̄ + τ̄ ≤ 2z̄ (45)

zUL
∩ + zLU

∩ ≤ 2z̄ (46)

zUL
∩ + zLU

∩ + r̄ + τ̄ ≥ z̄ (47)

zLτ
∩ + zLR

∩ + z̄ = 1 (48)

zUR
∩ + zUτ

∩ + z̄ = 1 (49)

zLτ
∩

(

zL − τL
)

= 0 (50)

zLR
∩

(

zL − rL
)

= 0 (51)

zUτ
∩

(

zU − τU
)

= 0 (52)

zUR
∩

(

zU − rU
)

= 0. (53)
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Variables zUL
∩ and zLU

∩ are needed to model the empty intersection. It is immediate to see that
(41)-(42) defines zUL

∩ and (43)-(44) defines zLU
∩ . Constraint (45) ensures that Z will set to empty if at

least one of the intervals R and τ is empty, whereas constraint (46) models the cases 1. and 2. Finally,
constraint (47) enforces Z to be not empty when R or τ are not empty or when cases 1. and 2. do not
occur.

Variables zLτ
∩ and zLR

∩ and constraints (50) and (51) assign to the lower endpoint of Z one lower
endpoint between τL and xL . Similarly, the upper endpoint of Z is modeled by variables zUτ

∩ and zUR
∩

and by constraints (52) and (53). Clearly, zLτ
∩ and zLR

∩ as well as zUτ
∩ and zUR

∩ are mutually exclusive,
as imposed by constraints (48) and (49).

Observe that if z̄ is set to one then all the variables zLτ
∩ , zLR

∩ , zUτ
∩ and zUR

∩ are forced to be zero by
Constraints (48) and (49) and, therefore, variables zL and zU are free.

3.3 Lemma

Let Θ = {(zL, zU , rL, rU , τL, τU , zLU
∩ , zUL

∩ , zLτ
∩ , zLR

∩ , zUτ
∩ , zUR

∩ , z̄, r̄, τ̄) | (12), (13), (41)-(53)}. Then Z =

proj(Θ, (zL, zU )) contains R ∩ τ , otherwise z̄ = 1.

Proof. Suppose R 6= ∅ and τ 6= ∅, i.e., r̄ = τ̄ = 0 and (45) inactive.

Case 1: by (41)-(42), rU < τL implies zUL
∩ = 1 and, by (46), z̄ = 1. Constraints (48) and (49) then

enforce zLτ
∩ = zLR

∩ = zUτ
∩ = zUR

∩ = 0 and therefore (50)-(53) are all satisfied for any value of zL and zU .
Finally, by (12), rL ≤ τU and hence zLU

∩ = 0 by (43) and (44).
Case 2: by (43) and (44), τU < rL implies zLU

∩ = 1 and, by (46), z̄ = 1. As in the previous case,
constraints (48) and (49) enforce zLτ

∩ = zLR
∩ = zUτ

∩ = zUR
∩ = 0 and therefore (50)-(53) are all satisfied

for any value of zL and zU . Since τL ≤ rU is implied by (12), zUL
∩ = 0 is enforced by (41) and (42).

Case 3: rU ≥ τL, (41) and (42) imply zUL
∩ = 0, whereas zLU

∩ = 0 by (12), (43) and (44). The setting
zUL
∩ = zLU

∩ = 0 makes (46) inactive and enforces z̄ = 0 through (47). By (48), exactly one between
zLτ
∩ = 1 and zLR

∩ = 1 must occur. In the former case zL = τL by (50); in the latter case zL = rL by
(51). Analogously, By (49), exactly one between zUτ

∩ = 1 and zUR
∩ = 1 must occur. In the former case

zU = τU by (52); in the latter case zU = rU by (53). In any case, Z contains R ∩ τ .
Case 4 and 5: (12), (41) and (42) enforce zUL

∩ = 0, whereas (12), (43) and (44) enforce zLU
∩ = 0. So far

the cases boil down to Case 3.
Case 6: rL ≤ τU , (43) and (44) imply zLU

∩ = 0, whereas zUL
∩ = 0 by (12), (41) and (42). So far the case

boils down to Case 3.

Now suppose R = ∅ or τ = ∅, i.e., r̄ = 1 or τ̄ = 1. Constraints (45) and (47) enforce z̄ = 1 and make
(46) inactive. zLτ

∩ = zLR
∩ = zUτ

∩ = zUR
∩ = 0 by constraints (48) and (49) and therefore (50)-(53) are all

satisfied for any value of zL and zU . 2

3.6 Dealing with dead code

We now consider (10) where Xi = (Xi1, . . . ,Xin), with Xij ∈ I(M) for all i ≤ m and j ≤ n. The
empty interval needs special handling whenever it appears in unreachable segments of code: Xij = ∅ in
fact implies that the j-th variable cannot take any value at control point i or, equivalently, it signals
that the control point i is never executed for any given program input. Clearly, if the control point i is
unreachable, no variable can ever take a value at i. Thus, Xij = ∅ implies Xik = ∅ for any k 6= j. This
behaviour however is not correctly modeled by the constraints given above, as shown in the following
example:
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int x1,x2; //(1)

x1 = 1; //(2)

if (x1 == 0){ //(3)

x2 = 4; //(4)

} else { //(5)

x2 = 0; //(6)

}

//(7)

(X11, X12) = [−∞,∞], [−∞,∞]

(X21, X22) = [1, 1], [−∞,∞]

(X31, X32) = [0, 0] ∩ X21, X22

(X41, X42) = X31, [4, 4]

(X51, X52) = [−∞,∞] ∩ X21, X22

(X61, X62) = X51, [0, 0]

(X71, X72) = X41 ∪ X61, X42 ∪ X62.

The intersection X31 = [0, 0] ∩ X21 results in an empty interval indicating that the code x2 = 4 is
unreachable (the conditional statement x1 == 0 is in fact always false). However, the equation X42 =
[4, 4], being modeled by constraints (14)-(16), results in the non-empty interval [4, 4]. Therefore, X72 =
[0, 4] instead of X72 = [0, 0].

Due to unreachability, the interval Xij = R ⊗ S should be empty even though the constraints given
above for R ⊗ S would normally not yield the empty interval. Therefore, when n > 1 a further binary
variable x̂ is required in order to distinguish the case R ⊗ S = ∅ from the case when i is unreachable.
Thus, we introduce:

x̂ij =

{

1 if R ⊗ S = ∅
0 otherwise,

(54)

replace z̄ with ẑ in (16), (19), (28), (29), (34), (39), (40), (45), (46) and (47), and add the following
linking constraints:

∀i ≤ m, j ≤ n x̄ij ≤ n



x̂ij +
n
∑

k=1
k 6=j

x̄ik





∀i ≤ m, j ≤ n x̂ij ≤ nx̄ij −
n
∑

k=1
k 6=j

x̄ik

∀i ≤ m
n
∑

k=1

x̄ik ≤ n
n
∑

k=1

x̂ik.







































(55)

3.7 Putting it all together

Each interval Xij is given as a triplet (xL
ij , x

U
ij , x̄ij) such that Xij = [xL

ij , x
U
ij ] 6= ∅ if and only if x̄ij = 0,

and Xij = ∅ if and only if x̄ij = 1. We let xL
i = (xL

i1, . . . , x
L
in), xU

i = (xU
i1, . . . , x

U
in) and x̄i = (x̄i1 . . . , x̄in)

for all i ≤ m, and xL = (xL
1 . . . , xL

m), xU = (xU
1 , . . . , xU

m), x̄ = (x̄1, . . . , x̄m). We introduce further
binary variables z⊗ appearing in the sum (labelled z+ in Sect. 3.2), constant multiplication (labelled z×
in Sect. 3.3) and intersection operators (labelled z∩ in Sect. 3.5), and x̂ as explained in Sect. 3.6.

For each i ≤ m, the i-th semantic equation Xi = Fi(X) is replaced by its post-fixpoint relaxation
Xi ⊇ Fi(X): we let gi(x

L, xU , x̄, x̂, z⊗) ≤ 0 be the constraints (given in Sect. 3.1-3.5) whose feasible
region defines precisely all those intervals X such that Xi ⊇ Fi(X).

3.4 Theorem

The least fixpoint of (10) is the optimal solution of the following mathematical program:

min
∑

i≤m

∑

j≤n

(xU
ij − xL

ij − x̄ij)

∀i ≤ m gi(x
L, xU , x̄, x̂, z⊗) ≤ 0

−M ≤ xL ≤ xU ≤ M
x̄, x̂, z⊗ ∈ {0, 1}.



















(56)
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Proof. First note that I(M)mn is a complete lattice with respect to inclusion, union (defined over intervals
as the smallest interval containing both arguments), and intersection.

Claim 1. For all i ≤ m, Fi is monotone in the interval lattice.
For all U,W, Y ∈ I(M) such that U ⊆ W , it is easy to establish that U∩Y ⊆ W∩Y , U∪Y ⊆ W∪Y ,
U + Y ⊆ W + Y . For these binary operators, monotonicity in the second argument follows by
commutativity. For unary operators, c × U ⊆ c × W (c ∈ R) are also easy to establish.

Since F is monotone, it has a unique least fixpoint by Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [25]: there is X ∈ I(M)mn

such that F (X) = X. Furthermore, the least fixpoint coincides with the least post-fixpoint of F [25],
i.e. F (X) ⊆ X. As shown in Sect. 3.1-3.5, the intervals in I(M)mn that are feasible with respect to the
constraints gi(x

L, xU , x̄, x̂, z⊗) ≤ 0 are precisely those for which Fi(X) ⊆ Xi for each i ≤ m.

Claim 2: the objective function, mapping I(M)mn to R, is strictly increasing.
For non-empty intervals, this is obvious. Otherwise, notice that whenever x̄ij = 1 for some
i ≤ m, j ≤ n, all the relevant constraints in gi ≤ 0 are inactive, save for (12): the objective
function direction then ensures that at the optimum, xL

ij = xU
ij . Since x̄ij = 1 if and only if

Xij = ∅, the value of the objective function when Xij is empty is lower.

Thus, any globally optimal solution of (56) is the least fixpoint of F . 2

The theorem above shows that when the domain type for program variables consists of uniformly
bounded closed intervals, the least fixpoint of the semantic equations (1) is characterised as the optimal
solution of a special mathematical program that is built component-wise (i.e. control point by control
point) along the abstract semantics of the program.

3.8 Properties of the mathematical program

If only integer arithmetic is used in the computer program, i.e., when all decision variables xL, xU are
constrained to be integer, the mathematical model (56) can be always written as a MILP. In fact, in the
case of affine arithmetic the operators appearing in (10) are only constant, Id, c×, +, ∩τ and ∪. The
associated constraints (see Sect. 3.1-3.5) are all linear except (26)-(27), (32)-(33), (41)-(44) and (50)-(53),
exhibiting products between a binary and a continuous (or integer) decision variable. Due their particular
form, they admit a well-known exact linear reformulation (in the sense given in [19, 20]).

In the case of non-affine integer arithmetic, additional operators (such as e.g. inverse, constant power
and product) must be considered. The constraints needed to model them — which we do not report here
— exhibit nonlinear terms, but all the nonlinearities can be reformulated exactly to linear terms via the
introduction of added variables and constraints (in particular, by the reformulations Int2Bin, ProdBin,

ProdBinCont, AbsDiff and Step 2, p. 188 of [20]). Finally, we can choose ε = 1, which means that
the obtained MILP will be well-scaled and practically solvable.

If floating point affine arithmetic is used in the computer program, we get a MILP where ε must be set
to the smallest possible floating point number: although the optimal solution of this MILP in principle
encodes the guaranteed least fixpoint of (10), practical solution will not be achievable without a possibly
large numerical error. In any case, for a suitable choice of ε we still derive an over-approximation of the
least fixpoint, which is a valid invariant. If floating point non-affine arithmetic is used, products, inverses
and powers of continuous decision variables cannot be reformulated to linear terms exactly as in the
integer case. Although the obtained MINLP is badly scaled, its optimal solution encodes the guaranteed
least fixpoint of (10). However, in this case even a good choice of ε would yield a MINLP for which we
can only hope to find an ǫ-approximate solution at best.
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4 Solution techniques

The model developed in Sect. 3 belongs to the family of MILP formulations. These can be solved by
employing an exact BB algorithm such as the one implemented in CPLEX [16] or a heuristic such as local
branching [10] or feasibility pump [9] if a guarantee of fixpoint minimality is not needed. More precisely,
the qualitative difference between an exact and heuristic algorithm, in this context, simply concerns the
minimality of objective function. In other words, both approaches provide valid solutions to the semantic
equations (1) as these are the constraints of the model. Only the exact algorithm can provide a guarantee
of optimality of the solution with respect to inclusion-wise fixpoint minimization.

Our implementation employs a parser to transform a C program into a set of semantic equations
(1). These are then automatically transformed into a mathematical program as per Sect. 3 expressed
in the AMPL language [11]. The AMPL interpreter is finally instructed to call the CPLEX 11 solver
[16], which solves the problem to optimality. As further detailed in Sect. 5, although the worst-case time
complexity of any BB algorithm is exponential, the particular form of the mathematical programming
formulations obtained by typical C code snippets includes many equality constraints, which usually speed
up the solution process considerably (as they may be used to substitute a decision variable out of the
model). We were able to ascertain empirically that the practical performance of the proposed solution
method mainly depends on the number of intersections present in the semantic equations, i.e., on the
number of test nodes present in the program graph. Therefore the BB performance would seem to be
mainly linked to the cyclomatic number, the well known McCabe software complexity metric [21], rather
than to the actual number of code lines.

Mathematical program (56) resorts to the numerical constant M , which represents a valid upper bound
to the finite values that each variable can take in each control point of the program. The value assigned
to M could be critical. In fact, on the one hand, underestimated values for M result in a feasible set
strictly included into the set of fixpoints of F or even empty, making Thm. 3.4 false. On the other hand,
too much large values for M could make the model ill-conditioned and harder to solve. We therefore are
interested in computing the smallest value for the upper bound M . Let i be the arc between nodes u and
v, and X̄i = [x̄L

i , x̄U
i ], i ≤ m, be a tight over-approximation of Xi, with x̄L

i , x̄U
i ∈ (R ∪ {±∞})n. X̄i can

be easily derived on the base of the rules listed in Table 1:

operator Xi x̄L
i x̄U

i

constant Xi = [aL, aU ] aL aU

identity Xi = Id(Xj) x̄L
j x̄U

j

arithmetic Xi = φu(Xj) φu(x̄L
j ) φu(x̄U

j )
intersection Xi = Xj ∩ τ τL τU

union Xi = Xj ∪ Xk min{x̄L
j , x̄L

k } max{x̄U
j , x̄U

k }

Table 1: Rules for deriving X̄i.

4.1 Proposition

The smallest valid upper bound M for program (56) is given by

M = max{max
i≤m

{|x̄L
i |, x̄

L
i 6= −∞},max

i≤m
{|x̄U

i |, x̄
U
i 6= +∞}} + ǫ. (57)

Proof. The set V of the nodes of the program graph can be totally ordered so that each cycle
(vp, . . . , vq) of G with p < q (representing loops in the program) has ℓ(vp) = J. Therefore, we can assume
j < i for all the indices in Table 1 and, except for the union operator, an over-approximation of each
interval Xi can be obtained by a forward substitution process. Observe that the operand Xk in Table 1
corresponds to the arc (q, p) of the relevant cycle and, due the particular structure of cycles, ℓ(vp+1) = T.
Since the intersection is over-approximated by the constant interval τ and ℓ(vh) 6= J, for p < h ≤ q, all
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the intervals within nodes vp+1 and vq can be over-approximated by forward substitution as well, and
therefore also Xk. 2

Similar arguments can be used for computing the greater value for the lower bound ǫ. However in our
computational experience ǫ has been set to 1 since all the instances only use integer variables.

Our implementation is able to deal with many program variables of different type (integer or floating
point), arrays, and function calls. In particular, each array is treated as a single summary object.
According to this approach, known as array smashing [2], the interval that represents the array is shared
by all the array elements.

5 Computational results

Computational experience on a set of small instances has been gathered in order to validate the mathemat-
ical model. These instances can be downloaded from http://www.lix.polytechnique.fr/~liberti/

verif-instances.zip. These are simple C programs without pointers or dynamic memory allocation.
For each instance, Table 2 lists the number of lines of code, variables, loops, and the maximum level of
loop nesting (columns lines, vars, loops and indent lev., respectively).

For each instance, column simplex reports the total number of pivot operations needed to solve the
linear relaxations associated to the nodes of the branch-and-bound tree, whereas column BB nodes shows
the size of the branch-and-bound tree.

The computational results were obtained on an Intel Xeon 2.4GHz with 8GB RAM running Linux.
Notice that 84% of the instances are solved at root node (i.e. no variable branching is ever required) just
by means of preprocessing and/or simplex algorithm; 32% of these are solved by pre-processing only. For
all instances requiring full BB, the search tree is very small: 46.71 nodes on average. The mean number
of simplex iterations is also very small (79.04), resulting in negligible computational times in practice.
This points out that our method can also be used for considerably larger instances than those we tested.

Solutions obtained by CPLEX 11 have been compared to those provided by an implementation of the
Policy Iteration (PI) algorithm [4], which only guarantees optimality in the case of non-expansive fixpoint
mappings F . This is apparent in Table 2: instances for which our method finds a better fixpoint are
emphasized in boldface. As per the usual efficacy/efficiency trade-off, it is also apparent that the simple
PI implementation we used is one order of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art CPLEX solver; so
for large-scale programs, obtaining a guaranteed optimal solution might be computationally infeasible.
Lastly, our test PI implementation could not tackle static arrays and function calls (hence the ‘-’ sign in
the table).

6 Conclusion and extensions

We described a new mathematical programming based method for finding guaranteed least fixpoints
of the semantic equations arising from static analysis of computer programs. We developed our mod-
elling procedure using non-relational domains (interval domains for the values of program variables) and
presented some promising computational results.

One extremely attractive feature of using mathematical programming as a solution method for the se-
mantic equations (1) is that it allows to seamlessly add arbitrary relations between the program variables.
Supposing we know that during the execution of a given program a set of program variables x ∈ Rn al-
ways attain values within a given polyhedron {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≤ b}, it suffices to add the constraints linking
lower and upper variable bounds according to the linear relations Ax ≤ b. This has a special relevance
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Instance CPLEX 11 Policy Iteration

name lines vars loops indent lev. simplex nodes CPU width CPU width

simple 1 10 1 0 0 0 0 0.006 0 0.000 0
simple 2 8 1 0 0 0 0 0.006 0 0.000 0
simple 3 10 1 0 0 2 0 0.010 0 0.001 0
simple 4 8 1 1 1 22 0 0.012 199 0.000 199
simple 5 8 1 1 1 21 0 0.011 198 0.001 198
simple 6 7 1 1 1 5 0 0.009 2 0.001 2
simple 7 8 1 1 1 7 0 0.009 2 0.001 2
simple 8 11 2 0 0 0 0 0.010 40000 0.000 40000
simple 9 11 2 0 0 0 0 0.006 40000 0.001 40000
simple 10 11 2 0 0 0 0 0.009 60004 0.001 60004
simple 11 12 2 0 0 0 0 0.018 20000 0.002 20000
simple 12 8 2 0 0 0 0 0.011 160000 0.001 160000
simple 13 11 2 1 1 0 0 0.012 20000 0.001 20000
simple 14 11 2 1 1 0 0 0.017 20000 0.001 20000
simple 15 9 2 1 1 0 0 0.008 60000 0.001 60000
simple 16 12 2 1 1 4 0 0.013 39996 0.003 39996
simple 17 9 2 1 1 0 0 0.010 40000 0.001 40000
simple 18 10 2 1 1 13 0 0.012 20000 0.001 20000
simple 19 10 2 1 1 8 0 0.013 20002 0.001 20002
simple 20 11 2 1 1 6 0 0.014 20000 0.000 20000
simple 21 17 2 1 1 41 0 0.015 60699 0.002 60699
simple 22 11 2 1 1 84 8 0.029 20075 0.002 20075
simple 23 13 2 1 1 29 0 0.018 20002 0.003 20002
simple 24 10 2 1 1 93 13 0.030 21080 0.003 21080
simple 25 12 2 2 2 35 0 0.019 70494 0.003 110095
simple 26 13 2 2 2 43 0 0.022 61078 0.006 61078
simple 27 19 2 2 2 123 0 0.045 20158 0.004 20158
simple 28 17 3 0 0 0 0 0.006 240000 0.001 240000
simple 29 17 3 0 0 0 0 0.015 60000 0.002 60000
simple 30 11 3 1 1 19 0 0.019 79997 0.003 79997
simple 31 32 3 1 1 2 0 0.042 500002 0.002 500002
simple 32 20 3 1 1 90 6 0.032 300075 0.002 300075
simple 33 12 3 1 1 57 0 0.019 169199 0.003 169499
simple 34 18 3 2 2 0 0 0.016 280402 0.002 280402
simple 35 22 3 3 2 138 13 0.036 62028 0.005 121308
simple 36 17 3 3 3 48 0 0.030 220789 0.006 270289
simple 37 25 3 4 2 8 0 0.041 569353 0.004 569353
simple 38 35 3 6 2 1529 183 0.163 64501 0.007 202821

PI comparison 1 13 2 1 1 29 0 0.017 20398 0.003 50392
PI comparison 2 14 2 2 2 278 46 0.042 20084 0.001 60048
PI comparison 3 13 2 2 2 83 0 0.026 21374 0.004 60582

arrays 22 6 2 1 56 0 0.068 600139 - -
functions 62 11 3 1 509 58 0.144 444430 - -

fun+arrays 53 10 2 2 96 0 0.048 340105 - -

Table 2: Computational results.

to relational polyhedral domains, which we plan to investigate in future work.
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